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Recap: lecture 1

- We have much astrophysical evidence that dark matter exists

- We do not know what it is, but we know what properties it 
must have and non of the SM particles fit the profile

- We know that: 1. It must be stable 
                           2. Non relativistic 

           3. Must not interact via SM charges

- Many possibilities of what DM could be

- Very well motivated possibility called WIMP

This lecture we will talk about how to detect dark matter 
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Late 1970s - Vera Rubin 

Image: Carnegie Institute for Science

First scientist to measure star speeds  
with very high accuracy

Image: quora.com
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Lets look at scales larger than galaxies

Again, lets imagine the galaxy cluster is invisible 

Gravitational Lensing

We still see this bending of light
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What do galaxy clusters tell us about DM? 

Image overlay: Hubble & Chandra

Dark Matter


Gravitational

Lens

Visible

Matter

Image: yumpu.com

Image: gfycat.com
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What do cosmological observations tell us?

- Neutral atoms were formed, photons could move freely since they 
were no longer locked to charged particles 

Image: wikipedia.org

Epoch of recombination

- These free moving photons reach us today 

http://wikipedia.org


7Evidence shows dark matter exists at largest scales 

Dark Matter

MOND -

Modification of Gravity 

CMB Power Spectrum - 

gives cosmologists a way to mathematically understand fluctuations 

Image: Sean Carrol

What do cosmological observations tell us?
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We simply have no idea.

- It must be cold (non-relativistic) at the time of structure formation 

- It must be super long-lived or completely stable

- It must be some new state lying beyond the SM 

- It may interact with the SM through some new force 

We DO know: 

Non-EM interacting 

Non-QCD interacting 

What is Dark Matter made of? 

Dark Matter should be described by a 
quantum field corresponding to a 

definite spin, uncharged under U(1)EM 
or SU(3)C.   

(So: no tree-level interactions with 
gluons or photons).
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Range of possibilities is VAST

Ultra-light Sub-GeV WIMPS Ultra Heavy

Proton Mass
~Electron 

Mass ~Xenon Atom

Primordial Blackholes - much 
heavier than Ultra heavy

100 GeV1 GeV1 MeV10-31 GeV 1016 GeV
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Range of possibilities is VAST
Image: ps.uci.edu

http://ps.uci.edu
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Solutions of hierarchy problem

mh  ?

New Theory New Particles

Proton Stability

Stabilizing-Parity Dark Matter

Missing Mass

AstrophysicsParticle 
Physics

Stabilizing mechanism
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“Electroweak”  
interactions (W±, Z, h)

DM

DM

SM

SM

SM W/Z

Weak  
Force

“weak-scale” mass  
1 - 10 000 GeV

⌦h2 ⇠ 0.1 pb

h�vi

Weak scale  
annihilation rate

Observed amount of  
dark matter today

‘Relic  
Density’

Explains: Why so much dark matter around

Dark matter annihilation

Solving the Hierarchy problem resulted in a 
perfect class of dark matter candidates called

Weakly-Interacting Massive Particles
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1. How is dark matter produced in the early universe?
How do we get its relic abundance?

In the sky (Indirect detection)

In accelerator experiments 

In this lecture we will cover

2. How do we search for it today?

Underground (Direct detection)
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Relic density of dark matter
Expansion rate of the universe described by Hubble rate H(z) 

In the standard model of cosmology called Lambda Cold 
Dark Matter (ΛCDM), Hubble rate is

<latexit sha1_base64="XSveGVGFFsIAt8jm04VwIKCSe98=">AAACPHicdVBBSxtBFJ7Vam2qNtpjL0NDISIssybq7sEieMmhUItGhWxc3s5OksGZ3XVmVojL/jAv/ghvPfXSQ0vptedOYgRb9IMHH9/3Hu+9L84F14aQr87c/IuFxZdLr2qvl1dW39TX1k90VijKujQTmTqLQTPBU9Y13Ah2lisGMhbsNL44mPinV0xpnqXHZpyzvoRhygecgrFSVD/qNK838B7uRCWpcKgvlSnDz5INISpl1fQ2rzfOy1aFN/GDqiCp8MxoPzbCT3ZtAlUV1RvEDYJtn/iYuD4hHmlZ0gqCwN/GnkumaKAZDqP6XZhktJAsNVSA1j2P5KZfgjKcClbVwkKzHOgFDFnP0hQk0/1y+nyFP1glwYNM2UoNnqqPJ0qQWo9lbDslmJH+35uIT3m9wgz8fsnTvDAspfeLBoXAJsOTJHHCFaNGjC0Bqri9FdMRKKDG5l2zITx8ip8nJ1uut+O2v7Qb+x9ncSyhd+g9aiIP7aJ91EGHqIsoukHf0A/007l1vju/nN/3rXPObOYt+gfOn78D1qxV</latexit>

H(z) = H0

p
⌦m(1 + z)3 + ⌦rad(1 + z)4 + ⌦⇤

Redshift- gives us an idea 
of cosmological time
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Relic density of dark matter
Expansion rate of the universe described by Hubble rate H(z) 

In the standard model of cosmology called Lambda Cold 
Dark Matter (ΛCDM), Hubble rate is

<latexit sha1_base64="XSveGVGFFsIAt8jm04VwIKCSe98=">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</latexit>

H(z) = H0

p
⌦m(1 + z)3 + ⌦rad(1 + z)4 + ⌦⇤

Hubble constant - standard 
constant to quantify universe 

expansion
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Relic density of dark matter
Expansion rate of the universe described by Hubble rate H(z) 

In the standard model of cosmology called Lambda Cold 
Dark Matter (ΛCDM), Hubble rate is

<latexit sha1_base64="XSveGVGFFsIAt8jm04VwIKCSe98=">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</latexit>

H(z) = H0

p
⌦m(1 + z)3 + ⌦rad(1 + z)4 + ⌦⇤

Total matter in the universe - 
includes SM and dark matter

<latexit sha1_base64="Nf6vtHWrlANfCzXQWPlRkh6HYrA=">AAACDXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAqCMGR8ziyUght3KthWaIchk6ZtMJkZkoxQhvkBN/6KGxeKuHXvzr8xrVVU9EDg3HPu5eaeKOVMaYTerLHxicmp6dJMeXZufmHRXlquqySThNZIwhN5GWFFOYtpTTPN6WUqKRYRp43o6njgN66pVCyJL3Q/pYHA3Zh1GMHaSKG93joVtIvDXBTwEH4WpIBbX0VUhHYFOb6/5yEPIsdDyEU7huz4vu/tQddBQ1TACGeh/dpqJyQTNNaEY6WaLkp1kGOpGeG0KLcyRVNMrnCXNg2NsaAqyIfXFHDDKG3YSaR5sYZD9ftEjoVSfRGZToF1T/32BuJfXjPTHS/IWZxmmsbkY1En41AncBANbDNJieZ9QzCRzPwVkh6WmGgTYNmE8Hkp/J/Utx1339k9361Uj0ZxlMAqWAObwAUHoApOwBmoAQJuwB14AI/WrXVvPVnPH61j1mhmBfyA9fIOvrabZA==</latexit>

⌦m = ⌦c + ⌦b
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Relic density of dark matter
Expansion rate of the universe described by Hubble rate H(z) 

In the standard model of cosmology called Lambda Cold 
Dark Matter (ΛCDM), Hubble rate is

<latexit sha1_base64="XSveGVGFFsIAt8jm04VwIKCSe98=">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</latexit>

H(z) = H0

p
⌦m(1 + z)3 + ⌦rad(1 + z)4 + ⌦⇤

Total amount of radiation in 
the universe - relativistic free 

particles like photons, neutrinos
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Relic density of dark matter
Expansion rate of the universe described by Hubble rate H(z) 

In the standard model of cosmology called Lambda Cold 
Dark Matter (ΛCDM), Hubble rate is

<latexit sha1_base64="XSveGVGFFsIAt8jm04VwIKCSe98=">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</latexit>

H(z) = H0

p
⌦m(1 + z)3 + ⌦rad(1 + z)4 + ⌦⇤

Dark energy density - 
phenomenon making 

universe expand
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Relic density of dark matter
Using combined data from a variety of telescopes measuring billions 

of galaxies, CMB and supernovae, we can fit those parameters.
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Relic density of dark matter
Using combined data from a variety of telescopes measuring billions 

of galaxies, CMB and supernovae, we can fit those parameters.

Dark matter relic density from cosmological data
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What is Relic density?

- Amount of dark matter left over 
today from the hot dense plasma 
after Universe expands and cools

- Amount of DM referred to as 
relic - i.e. relic of the early 
universe

- Relic density can also tell us 
how DM was produced in early 
universe
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Any method of DM production in early Universe must match 
cosmological measurements of relic density

<latexit sha1_base64="Nwy7LnVh7+RQJIumdmC6tSZVmI8=">AAACAnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEV0OmD53ZSMGNOyvYVmhryaRpG5rMDElGKENx46+4caGIW7/CnX9j+hBU9MCFk3PuJfeeIOZMaYQ+rMzC4tLySnY1t7a+sbllb+/UVZRIQmsk4pG8DrCinIW0ppnm9DqWFIuA00YwPJv4jVsqFYvCKz2KaVvgfsh6jGBtpI6917oQtI87KRkPbtLCGLYUExA5bqFj55Hj+2UPeebtIeSioiFF3/e9MnQdNEUezFHt2O+tbkQSQUNNOFaq6aJYt1MsNSOcjnOtRNEYkyHu06ahIRZUtdPpCWN4aJQu7EXSVKjhVP0+kWKh1EgEplNgPVC/vYn4l9dMdM9rpyyME01DMvuol3CoIzjJA3aZpETzkSGYSGZ2hWSAJSbapJYzIXxdCv8n9YLjHjuly1K+cjqPIwv2wQE4Ai44ARVwDqqgBgi4Aw/gCTxb99aj9WK9zloz1nxmF/yA9fYJHvyWnQ==</latexit>

⌦ch
2 ⇠ 0.12

Any theory predicting that dark matter is produced via a certain 
method, must match relic density from cosmological observations

This is important because it allows the identification of theory 
parameter space that is interesting and predictive, giving us a clue 

where to start searching for dark matter  

Why is Relic Density Important?
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Dark matter production in the early universe

e.g. Thermal Freeze-out

- After big bang, universe is in hot dense plasma of dark sector 
& SM particles. Plasma is hot enough that

DM

DM

SM

SM

DM and SM are in thermal equilibrium
i.e. both particles can be explained by one common temperature
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- As universe expands and cools SM cannot convert to DM 
anymore, only forward process occurs

DM

DM

SM

SM

- As universe keeps expanding, two DM particles cannot find 
each other to annihilate into SM particle

- Dark matter has now frozen out and relic number density 
is set
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Evolution of dark matter number density as Universe 
expands is given by Boltzmann equation

Hubble Friction

H ⇠ g⇤
T

2

MPl

<latexit sha1_base64="MUtmYU3meGMLxwsYoFlHRl3gtLk=">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</latexit>

Annihilation

Describes DM number 
as universe expands

Dark matter 
number density

<latexit sha1_base64="qmbjtIEDEiawjogRASPHiOffh7I=">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</latexit>

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = �h�vi [n2

� � (neq
� )2]
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Evolution of dark matter number density as Universe 
expands is given by Boltzmann equation

Hubble Friction

H ⇠ g⇤
T

2

MPl

<latexit sha1_base64="MUtmYU3meGMLxwsYoFlHRl3gtLk=">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</latexit>

Annihilation

Thermally averaged annihilation cross-section: 
probability that two DM particles traveling in 
some velocity distribution will find each other and 
annihilate into SM particles. 

Particles physics 
enters here

<latexit sha1_base64="qmbjtIEDEiawjogRASPHiOffh7I=">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</latexit>

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = �h�vi [n2

� � (neq
� )2]
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Evolution of dark matter number density as Universe 
expands is given by Boltzmann equation

Hubble Friction

H ⇠ g⇤
T

2

MPl

<latexit sha1_base64="MUtmYU3meGMLxwsYoFlHRl3gtLk=">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</latexit>

Annihilation

DM number density at 
equilibrium, given by

Particles physics 
enters here

<latexit sha1_base64="qmbjtIEDEiawjogRASPHiOffh7I=">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</latexit>

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = �h�vi [n2

� � (neq
� )2]
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Rewrite Boltzmann equation as
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Solution of 
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DM number density 
at equilibrium
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Keeps exponentially  
decreasing as universe 
expands and cools and 
DM converts to SM 
particles
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Rewrite Boltzmann equation as
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DM Freezes out, 
particles are no longer 
able to find each other 
to annihilate away into 
SM
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DM number density 
we observe in the 
universe today
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Controlled by strength 
of particle physics 
interactions
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“Electroweak”  
interactions (W±, Z, h)

DM

DM

SM

SM

SM W/Z

Weak  
Force

“weak-scale” mass  
1 - 10 000 GeV

⌦h2 ⇠ 0.1 pb

h�vi

Weak scale  
annihilation rate

~ 0.12

Calculations of relic density match cosmological 
observations almost exactly

Dark matter annihilation

WIMP Miracle
Weakly-Interacting Massive Particles
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How do we find dark matter?

In the Sky 

At Colliders 

In underground detectors

Image: cosmo17.in2p3.fr

http://cosmo17.in2p3.fr
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Indirect detection
In Dark matter dense regions like the Galactic center:

Dark matter particles find each other and annihilate into SM 
particles

Dark matter particles may decay into SM particles

Image: universetoday.com



 ?
DM

DM

SM

SM

 ?DM
SM

SM

annihilation

decay

∝ ρ2
DM

∝ ρDM

Must look where        is large  

ρDM

Local halo

Dwarf 
galaxies

Galaxy 
Clusters

The entire 
Universe

The Sun

Galactic centre, 
other galaxies

36

We must look where dark matter density is 
highest
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Indirect Detection
Dark Matter annihilates / decays into SM particles

DM

DM SM

SM

Square Kilometer Array H.E.S.S / Cherenkov Telescope Array IceCUBE neutrino observatory
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e.g Synchrotron Radiation
Dark Matter annihilates to charged SM particles like electrons/

positrons

DM

DM

e-

Square Kilometer Array

e+

Galactic magnetic fields
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Indirect Detection
d�

dE�
⇠

✓
h�vi
8⇡

dN�

dE�

1

m2
�

◆Z

�⌦

Z

l.o.s
⇢2�(l)dld⌦

Leane et al, Phys.Rev.D 98 (2018) 2

Flux of photons 
from DM 

annihilation

Compared with data 
from telescopes to obtain 
limits on DM parameters
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Collide SM particles to produce dark matter in the Laboratory

DM

DMSM

SM

Production at Colliders/Accelerators
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Production at Colliders/Accelerators
DM

DMSM

SM

Image: phys.orgImage: theconversation.com

High/low energy colliders Fixed target experiments

http://phys.org
http://theconversation.com
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Production/Detection at Colliders

For center of mass collisions, dark matter can be discovered 
through Mono-X searches

DM is produced and recoils against SM particle, we only see 
the SM particle. Kinematics allows us to determine DM mass 

and coupling strength

E.g. mono-Higgs searches at 
P-P colliders like LHC

mono-W/Z searches at P-P 
colliders like LHC

mono-photon searches at e+/e- 
colliders
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Large Hadron Collider at CERN

Belle II Collider at KEK in Japan

10 GeV e+/e- collisions

Probe low DM masses

14 TeV P-P 
collisions

Higher DM 
masses
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Production/Detection at Fixed target experiments
Proton fixed target experiments

Dark Matter Search in a Proton Beam Dump with MiniBooNE
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The MiniBooNE-DM collaboration searched for vector-boson mediated production of dark matter
using the Fermilab 8 GeV Booster proton beam in a dedicated run with 1.86⇥1020 protons delivered
to a steel beam dump. The MiniBooNE detector, 490 m downstream, is sensitive to dark matter
via elastic scattering with nucleons in the detector mineral oil. Analysis methods developed for
previous MiniBooNE scattering results were employed, and several constraining data sets were
simultaneously analyzed to minimize systematic errors from neutrino flux and interaction rates. No
excess of events over background was observed, leading to an 90% confidence limit on the dark-
matter cross section parameter, Y = ✏2↵0(m�/mv)

4 . 10�8, for ↵0 = 0.5 and for dark-matter
masses of 0.01 < m� < 0.3 GeV in a vector portal model of dark matter. This is the best limit from
a dedicated proton beam dump search in this mass and coupling range and extends below the mass
range of direct dark matter searches. These results demonstrate a novel and powerful approach to
dark matter searches with beam dump experiments.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d,13.15.+g

Introduction — There is strong evidence for dark mat-
ter (DM) from observations of gravitational phenomena
across a wide range of distance scales [1]. A substantial
program of experiments has evolved over the last sev-
eral decades to search for non-gravitational interactions
of DM, with yet no undisputed evidence in this sector.
Most of these experiments target DM with weak scale
masses and are less sensitive to DM with masses below a
few GeV. To complement these approaches, new search
strategies sensitive to DM with smaller masses should be
considered [2].

Fixed-target experiments using beams of protons or
electrons can expand the sensitivity to sub-GeV DM that
couples to ordinary matter via a light mediator parti-
cle [3–18]. In these experiments, DM particles may be
produced in collisions with nuclei in the fixed target, of-
ten a beam dump, and may be identified through interac-
tions with nuclei in a downstream detector. Results from
past beam dump experiments have been reanalyzed to

Be

Target

EarthAir

Decay Pipe

Steel

Beam Dump MiniBooNE Detector

p
⇡0

V

�

�†

�
N

�
50m 4m 487m

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of this DM search using the
the Fermilab BNB in o↵-target mode together with the Mini-
BooNE detector. The proton beam is steered above the beryl-
lium target in o↵-target mode lowering the neutrino flux.

place limits on the parameters within this class of models.
In this Letter, we report on the first dedicated search of
this type (proposed in [6]), which employs 8 GeV protons
from the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB), re-
configured to reduce neutrino-induced backgrounds, com-
bined with the downstream MiniBooNE (MB) neutrino
detector (Fig. 1).
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Electron fixed target experiments

New Electron Beam-Dump Experiments to Search for MeV to few-GeV Dark Matter

Eder Izaguirre, Gordan Krnjaic, Philip Schuster, and Natalia Toro
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

(Dated: November 19, 2013)

In a broad class of consistent models, MeV to few-GeV dark matter interacts with ordinary matter
through weakly coupled GeV-scale mediators. We show that a suitable meter-scale (or smaller) de-
tector situated downstream of an electron beam-dump can sensitively probe dark matter interacting
via sub-GeV mediators, while B-factory searches cover the 1–5 GeV range. Combined, such exper-
iments explore a well-motivated and otherwise inaccessible region of dark matter parameter space
with sensitivity several orders of magnitude beyond existing direct detection constraints. These ex-
periments would also probe invisibly decaying new gauge bosons (“dark photons”) down to kinetic
mixing of ✏ ⇠ 10�4, including the range of parameters relevant for explaining the (g � 2)µ discrep-
ancy. Sensitivity to other long-lived dark sector states and to new milli-charge particles would also
be improved.

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Dark matter is sharp evidence for physics beyond the
Standard Model, and may be our first glimpse at a
rich sector of new phenomena at accessible mass scales.
Whereas vast experimental programs aim to detect or
produce few-GeV-to-TeV dark matter [1–12], these ex-
periments are essentially blind to dark matter of MeV-
to-GeV mass. We propose an approach to search for
dark matter in this lower mass range by producing it in
an electron beam-dump and then detecting its scatter-
ing in a small downstream detector (Fig. 1). This ap-
proach can explore significant new parameter space for
both dark matter and light force-carriers decaying invisi-
bly, in parasitic low-beam-background experiments at ex-
isting facilities. The sensitivity of this approach comple-
ments and extends that of analogous proposed neutrino
factory searches [13–16]. Combined with potential B-
factory searches, these experiments would explore a well-
motivated and otherwise inaccessible region of dark mat-
ter parameter space. Experiments of this type are also es-
sential to a robust program searching for new kinetically
mixed gauge bosons, as they complement the ongoing
searches for such bosons’ visible decays [13, 14, 17–37].

Various considerations motivate dark matter candi-
dates in the MeV-to-TeV range. Much heavier dark mat-
ter is disfavored because its naive thermal abundance ex-
ceeds the observed cosmological matter density. Much
beneath an MeV, astrophysical and cosmological con-
straints allow only dark matter with ultra-weak couplings
to quarks and leptons [38]. Between these boundaries
(MeV � TeV), simple models of dark matter can ac-
count for its observed abundance through either thermal
freeze-out or non-thermal mechanisms [39–54]. The con-
ventional argument in favor of weak-scale (& 100 GeV)
dark matter — that its annihilation through Standard
Model (SM) forces alone su�ces to explain the observed
relic density — is dampened by strong experimental con-
straints on dark matter with significant couplings to the
Z or Higgs bosons [12, 55] and by the absence to date of
evidence for new SM-charged matter at the LHC.

The best constraints on multi-GeV dark matter inter-
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FIG. 1: Schematic experimental setup. A high-intensity
multi-GeV electron beam impinging on a beam dump pro-
duces a secondary beam of dark sector states. In the basic
setup, a small detector is placed downstream so that muons
and energetic neutrons are entirely ranged out. In the con-
crete example we consider, a scintillator detector is used to
study quasi-elastic �-nucleon scattering at momentum trans-
fers ⇠> 140 MeV, well above radiological backgrounds, slow
neutrons, and noise. To improve sensitivity, additional shield-
ing or vetoes can be used to actively reduce cosmogenic and
other environmental backgrounds.
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FIG. 2: a) ��̄ pair production in electron-nucleus collisions
via the Cabibbo-Parisi radiative process (with A0 on- or o↵-
shell) and b) � scattering o↵ a detector nucleus and liberating
a constituent nucleon. For the momentum transfers of inter-
est, the incoming � resolves the nuclear substructure, so the
typical reaction is quasi-elastic and nucleons will be ejected.

FIG. 1: Schematic experimental setup. A high-intensity
multi-GeV electron beam impinging on a beam dump pro-
duces a secondary beam of dark sector states. In the basic
setup, a small detector is placed downstream so that muons
and energetic neutrons are entirely ranged out. In the con-
crete example we consider, a scintillator detector is used to
study quasi-elastic �-nucleon scattering at momentum trans-
fers ⇠> 140 MeV, well above radiological backgrounds, fast
neutrons, and noise. Similar layouts with much smaller detec-
tors or shorter target-detector distances than shown above are
similarly sensitive. To improve sensitivity, additional shield-
ing or vetoes can be used to actively reduce high energy cos-
mogenic and other environmental backgrounds.

actions are from underground searches for nuclei recoiling
o↵ non-relativistic dark matter particles in the Galactic
halo (e.g. [1, 2, 5–9, 12]). These searches are insensi-
tive to few-GeV or lighter dark matter, whose nuclear
scattering transfers invisibly small kinetic energy to a re-
coiling nucleus. Electron-scattering o↵ers an alternative
strategy to search for sub-GeV dark matter, but with
dramatically higher backgrounds [56–58]. If dark matter
scatters by exchange of particles heavier than the Z, then
competitive limits can be obtained from hadron collider
searches for dark matter pair-production accompanied by
a jet, which results in a high-missing-energy “monojet”
signature [9, 10]. But among the best motivated models
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Milky way is surrounded by ‘spherical’ halo of DM 

Direct Detection

Image: evolution.calpoly.edu

http://evolution.calpoly.edu
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As sun moves around galaxy, solar system gets hit by  
dark matter wind

Direct Detection

Image: quantumdiaries.org

Image: symmetrymagazine.org

http://quantumdiaries.org
http://symmetrymagazine.org
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Build a detector in a quiet place and patiently wait for dark 
matter to come knocking

DMDM

SM SM

Dark matter hits a nucleus 
causing a recoil

recoil nucleus is detected and 
kinematic information used to 

get dark matter properties

Image: forbes.com

http://forbes.com
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Nuclear Scattering
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supercdms.slac.stanford.edu/dark-matter-limit-plotter

Fit recoil rate to experimental data to understand DM parameter space

DM- 
nucleus 

interaction 
strength

Particle 
physics 
models 

enter here

http://supercdms.slac.stanford.edu/dark
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Electron Scattering
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Fit electron recoil rate to experimental data to understand DM 
parameter space

DM - electron 
interaction strength

Particle physics 
information enters 

here

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1707.04591
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Example Dark Matter Study
In 2019 I published a paper where I studied Inelastic dark matter 

at fixed target & collider experiments

DM is accompanied by heavier dark sector particle
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Dark sector connected to SM via new force carrier called dark photon

Dark photon is produced in proton & electron fixed target 
experiments and decays to inelastic dark matter inside experiment

Dark photon is produced in fixed target experiments and decays 
to inelastic dark matter inside experiment

New Electron Beam-Dump Experiments to Search for MeV to few-GeV Dark Matter

Eder Izaguirre, Gordan Krnjaic, Philip Schuster, and Natalia Toro
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

(Dated: November 19, 2013)

In a broad class of consistent models, MeV to few-GeV dark matter interacts with ordinary matter
through weakly coupled GeV-scale mediators. We show that a suitable meter-scale (or smaller) de-
tector situated downstream of an electron beam-dump can sensitively probe dark matter interacting
via sub-GeV mediators, while B-factory searches cover the 1–5 GeV range. Combined, such exper-
iments explore a well-motivated and otherwise inaccessible region of dark matter parameter space
with sensitivity several orders of magnitude beyond existing direct detection constraints. These ex-
periments would also probe invisibly decaying new gauge bosons (“dark photons”) down to kinetic
mixing of ✏ ⇠ 10�4, including the range of parameters relevant for explaining the (g � 2)µ discrep-
ancy. Sensitivity to other long-lived dark sector states and to new milli-charge particles would also
be improved.

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Dark matter is sharp evidence for physics beyond the
Standard Model, and may be our first glimpse at a
rich sector of new phenomena at accessible mass scales.
Whereas vast experimental programs aim to detect or
produce few-GeV-to-TeV dark matter [1–12], these ex-
periments are essentially blind to dark matter of MeV-
to-GeV mass. We propose an approach to search for
dark matter in this lower mass range by producing it in
an electron beam-dump and then detecting its scatter-
ing in a small downstream detector (Fig. 1). This ap-
proach can explore significant new parameter space for
both dark matter and light force-carriers decaying invisi-
bly, in parasitic low-beam-background experiments at ex-
isting facilities. The sensitivity of this approach comple-
ments and extends that of analogous proposed neutrino
factory searches [13–16]. Combined with potential B-
factory searches, these experiments would explore a well-
motivated and otherwise inaccessible region of dark mat-
ter parameter space. Experiments of this type are also es-
sential to a robust program searching for new kinetically
mixed gauge bosons, as they complement the ongoing
searches for such bosons’ visible decays [13, 14, 17–37].

Various considerations motivate dark matter candi-
dates in the MeV-to-TeV range. Much heavier dark mat-
ter is disfavored because its naive thermal abundance ex-
ceeds the observed cosmological matter density. Much
beneath an MeV, astrophysical and cosmological con-
straints allow only dark matter with ultra-weak couplings
to quarks and leptons [38]. Between these boundaries
(MeV � TeV), simple models of dark matter can ac-
count for its observed abundance through either thermal
freeze-out or non-thermal mechanisms [39–54]. The con-
ventional argument in favor of weak-scale (& 100 GeV)
dark matter — that its annihilation through Standard
Model (SM) forces alone su�ces to explain the observed
relic density — is dampened by strong experimental con-
straints on dark matter with significant couplings to the
Z or Higgs bosons [12, 55] and by the absence to date of
evidence for new SM-charged matter at the LHC.

The best constraints on multi-GeV dark matter inter-
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FIG. 1: Schematic experimental setup. A high-intensity
multi-GeV electron beam impinging on a beam dump pro-
duces a secondary beam of dark sector states. In the basic
setup, a small detector is placed downstream so that muons
and energetic neutrons are entirely ranged out. In the con-
crete example we consider, a scintillator detector is used to
study quasi-elastic �-nucleon scattering at momentum trans-
fers ⇠> 140 MeV, well above radiological backgrounds, slow
neutrons, and noise. To improve sensitivity, additional shield-
ing or vetoes can be used to actively reduce cosmogenic and
other environmental backgrounds.
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FIG. 2: a) ��̄ pair production in electron-nucleus collisions
via the Cabibbo-Parisi radiative process (with A0 on- or o↵-
shell) and b) � scattering o↵ a detector nucleus and liberating
a constituent nucleon. For the momentum transfers of inter-
est, the incoming � resolves the nuclear substructure, so the
typical reaction is quasi-elastic and nucleons will be ejected.

FIG. 1: Schematic experimental setup. A high-intensity
multi-GeV electron beam impinging on a beam dump pro-
duces a secondary beam of dark sector states. In the basic
setup, a small detector is placed downstream so that muons
and energetic neutrons are entirely ranged out. In the con-
crete example we consider, a scintillator detector is used to
study quasi-elastic �-nucleon scattering at momentum trans-
fers ⇠> 140 MeV, well above radiological backgrounds, fast
neutrons, and noise. Similar layouts with much smaller detec-
tors or shorter target-detector distances than shown above are
similarly sensitive. To improve sensitivity, additional shield-
ing or vetoes can be used to actively reduce high energy cos-
mogenic and other environmental backgrounds.

actions are from underground searches for nuclei recoiling
o↵ non-relativistic dark matter particles in the Galactic
halo (e.g. [1, 2, 5–9, 12]). These searches are insensi-
tive to few-GeV or lighter dark matter, whose nuclear
scattering transfers invisibly small kinetic energy to a re-
coiling nucleus. Electron-scattering o↵ers an alternative
strategy to search for sub-GeV dark matter, but with
dramatically higher backgrounds [56–58]. If dark matter
scatters by exchange of particles heavier than the Z, then
competitive limits can be obtained from hadron collider
searches for dark matter pair-production accompanied by
a jet, which results in a high-missing-energy “monojet”
signature [9, 10]. But among the best motivated models
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exchange inside the detector.

For order-one (or larger) mass splittings, the metastable state

promptly de-excites inside the detector via 'h ! '`e
+e�.

This process yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron)

recoil ER and two charged tracks, which is a instinctive, zero

background signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be lim-

iting.
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DM and heavier dark sector state travel to detector

New Electron Beam-Dump Experiments to Search for MeV to few-GeV Dark Matter

Eder Izaguirre, Gordan Krnjaic, Philip Schuster, and Natalia Toro
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

(Dated: November 19, 2013)

In a broad class of consistent models, MeV to few-GeV dark matter interacts with ordinary matter
through weakly coupled GeV-scale mediators. We show that a suitable meter-scale (or smaller) de-
tector situated downstream of an electron beam-dump can sensitively probe dark matter interacting
via sub-GeV mediators, while B-factory searches cover the 1–5 GeV range. Combined, such exper-
iments explore a well-motivated and otherwise inaccessible region of dark matter parameter space
with sensitivity several orders of magnitude beyond existing direct detection constraints. These ex-
periments would also probe invisibly decaying new gauge bosons (“dark photons”) down to kinetic
mixing of ✏ ⇠ 10�4, including the range of parameters relevant for explaining the (g � 2)µ discrep-
ancy. Sensitivity to other long-lived dark sector states and to new milli-charge particles would also
be improved.

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Dark matter is sharp evidence for physics beyond the
Standard Model, and may be our first glimpse at a
rich sector of new phenomena at accessible mass scales.
Whereas vast experimental programs aim to detect or
produce few-GeV-to-TeV dark matter [1–12], these ex-
periments are essentially blind to dark matter of MeV-
to-GeV mass. We propose an approach to search for
dark matter in this lower mass range by producing it in
an electron beam-dump and then detecting its scatter-
ing in a small downstream detector (Fig. 1). This ap-
proach can explore significant new parameter space for
both dark matter and light force-carriers decaying invisi-
bly, in parasitic low-beam-background experiments at ex-
isting facilities. The sensitivity of this approach comple-
ments and extends that of analogous proposed neutrino
factory searches [13–16]. Combined with potential B-
factory searches, these experiments would explore a well-
motivated and otherwise inaccessible region of dark mat-
ter parameter space. Experiments of this type are also es-
sential to a robust program searching for new kinetically
mixed gauge bosons, as they complement the ongoing
searches for such bosons’ visible decays [13, 14, 17–37].

Various considerations motivate dark matter candi-
dates in the MeV-to-TeV range. Much heavier dark mat-
ter is disfavored because its naive thermal abundance ex-
ceeds the observed cosmological matter density. Much
beneath an MeV, astrophysical and cosmological con-
straints allow only dark matter with ultra-weak couplings
to quarks and leptons [38]. Between these boundaries
(MeV � TeV), simple models of dark matter can ac-
count for its observed abundance through either thermal
freeze-out or non-thermal mechanisms [39–54]. The con-
ventional argument in favor of weak-scale (& 100 GeV)
dark matter — that its annihilation through Standard
Model (SM) forces alone su�ces to explain the observed
relic density — is dampened by strong experimental con-
straints on dark matter with significant couplings to the
Z or Higgs bosons [12, 55] and by the absence to date of
evidence for new SM-charged matter at the LHC.

The best constraints on multi-GeV dark matter inter-
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FIG. 1: Schematic experimental setup. A high-intensity
multi-GeV electron beam impinging on a beam dump pro-
duces a secondary beam of dark sector states. In the basic
setup, a small detector is placed downstream so that muons
and energetic neutrons are entirely ranged out. In the con-
crete example we consider, a scintillator detector is used to
study quasi-elastic �-nucleon scattering at momentum trans-
fers ⇠> 140 MeV, well above radiological backgrounds, slow
neutrons, and noise. To improve sensitivity, additional shield-
ing or vetoes can be used to actively reduce cosmogenic and
other environmental backgrounds.
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FIG. 2: a) ��̄ pair production in electron-nucleus collisions
via the Cabibbo-Parisi radiative process (with A0 on- or o↵-
shell) and b) � scattering o↵ a detector nucleus and liberating
a constituent nucleon. For the momentum transfers of inter-
est, the incoming � resolves the nuclear substructure, so the
typical reaction is quasi-elastic and nucleons will be ejected.

FIG. 1: Schematic experimental setup. A high-intensity
multi-GeV electron beam impinging on a beam dump pro-
duces a secondary beam of dark sector states. In the basic
setup, a small detector is placed downstream so that muons
and energetic neutrons are entirely ranged out. In the con-
crete example we consider, a scintillator detector is used to
study quasi-elastic �-nucleon scattering at momentum trans-
fers ⇠> 140 MeV, well above radiological backgrounds, fast
neutrons, and noise. Similar layouts with much smaller detec-
tors or shorter target-detector distances than shown above are
similarly sensitive. To improve sensitivity, additional shield-
ing or vetoes can be used to actively reduce high energy cos-
mogenic and other environmental backgrounds.

actions are from underground searches for nuclei recoiling
o↵ non-relativistic dark matter particles in the Galactic
halo (e.g. [1, 2, 5–9, 12]). These searches are insensi-
tive to few-GeV or lighter dark matter, whose nuclear
scattering transfers invisibly small kinetic energy to a re-
coiling nucleus. Electron-scattering o↵ers an alternative
strategy to search for sub-GeV dark matter, but with
dramatically higher backgrounds [56–58]. If dark matter
scatters by exchange of particles heavier than the Z, then
competitive limits can be obtained from hadron collider
searches for dark matter pair-production accompanied by
a jet, which results in a high-missing-energy “monojet”
signature [9, 10]. But among the best motivated models
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- DM can scatter with SM inside detector

- heavy state can decay to DM and SM particles inside 
detector
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Experimental constraints on this model

Relic density calculation compared to data

Theory computations compared to accelerator experiment data
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Recap: lecture 2

- Cosmological abundance and production of dark matter

- Calculation and Understanding of Relic density from Freeze-out

- Methods of detecting dark matter

Indirect detection

Production at colliders/Accelerators 

Dark matter direct detection

- Example Inelastic dark matter study
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Questions?

My email: 
mohlabeng319@gmail.com

mailto:mohlabeng319@gmail.com

